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PREFACE

The integration of computer applications with instruction has usually
been approached by_matching the content presented by a program with the
major instructional -ObjedtiNqaiTiii,:leUhjedt area.' Several state
education agencies sponsor projects Which conduct the matching activity,
usuallr,with a focus On state approved or mandated instructional
objectives, and Are collectively addressing most subject areas. Rather
than duplicate that activity' we have decided to put our efforts into
integration of 'software in a on the classroOM _insIrgc.tign.process.

_

We are basing the student actiVities on plans and ideas for instructional
units presented by teachers in a seminar Oalled a °forum," where teachers
describe and demonstrate their activity. At the end of a forum, copies
of each presentation are §iven to all pa ticipants and to the Lab.

We believe that imtegtalian_has_aocurrea when_ a_ccwqpu ter appl caticrl_
included in an instructional activity. A guide such as this one shaula
provide models of actual use along with advice on planning, preparation
and teaching, to °show the way° for teachers. It will provide assistance
in a manner more direct than, and complimentary to, objective matching
da cumen ts tram SEAs .

Some material in the teacher resource section is drawn directly from
another OERI deliverable an database software for Social Studies.



UNIT DESCRIPTION
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CURRICULUM AREA: Social Sties

TnLE: The Fifty States

OBJECTIVES: Learn Lb 4eveiop 41) iate questions about the fi
states, us ing data/bails fields as guidel ines .

2. Answer 4esrigtxuti* by Istrieving information from a
database.

3. Necognekm, pat- rns and analyze relationships in da
4. Inter's,* and make predictions.

GRADE LEVEL: 7-9 (may be attic

PREREQUISITE SKILLS MEM: Bea

for higher grades)

i. computer skills (ability to turn
computer on and off, use sp cs bar, return key and arrow keys)

CO/4PUTER REQUI RIEMEN TS:

HARDWARE: Apple II+ or Tie with one disk drive, monitor and printe
(optional ). Lar ge monitor prefer red for lar ge group pr es en ta ti ons
during pr e-activity

SOFTWARE: Me MECC Data uest: The Fifty States diskette per computer.

STUDDIT/COMPUTER RATIO: One computer per group (two or three
students per computer is ideal).

MRANGEMENT: Lab situati on ( preferthle
classroom (with a schedule for student

DESCIUPTION OF LESSONS:

or one computer in the
mputer time).

PRE-AMIVITIES: See °Activities for Developing the Concept of
Databases". and "Activities for Developing Strategies for Information
Searching."

COMPU'IER ACTIVITIES: See Student Activities 11, 2, and 3.

FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES:
1. Do a research report using the database for reference

sour ce .
2. Develop a pers al database (small group or individual

project).



CLASSRO MANAMMENT:

TarAL TxmE:
abilities.

yen or eight class periods, depending on students'

WIT SCHEDULE:
Days 1 and 2: °Activities for Developing the Concept of
Databases" and "Activities for Developing Strategies for
Informaticn Searching°

Day 3; #1--Retrieving Information

Day 4 and 5: #2Recognizing Patterns and Analyzing
Relationships

Days 6 and 7: #3Interpret

TEACHIR PREPARATION:

and Making Predictions

MATERIALS NEEDED: Fifty state information °Activities for
Developing the Concept of a Database" #5)

TEACHER "TO DO" LIST:

Make sure there is one MCC Da st: The Pi States
diskette for each computer.
Make 50 state information cards.
Set up cne computer with a large screen monitor (i
available).

4. If there is only one computer available, develop a schedule
for student canputer use.

5. If possible, review activities with :3 student aide who
would be available to assist you during the mit.
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DATABASE SOFNARE FOR SOCIAL S2UDIES
(excerpted from the MicroSIFT Quarterly Rewrt, May )

WHAT IS THIS REPORT ABOUT?

A Short Quiz

1. What is the population of New Hampshire?

If you don't know, you can look in an almanec or ask a fri
Students learn how to get information like this early in tbeitschool
careers.

2. What other have similar populations?

This question is trickier because you neecl± sane inform o11 ut all
of the states before deciding what the word "similar" mearis, Still,
this is a task that students can do with sane reasoning a1iiI1sand an
alumnae or encyclopedia.

What other things do states with similar populations h n?

Now we are talkin _wearch. It is this kind of questi
demands that nabuliiiquaLity which educators are fond 041ling
problem solving skills.

This issue of the MicroSIFT Quarterly report is about a set OI tools
which help to teach these skills while teaching social-a-tunes; The

tools are cal.-B-riftarad-e-i-ariagers and what they create are olEskiones.

Database managers (DBM) let a student store information in a tvtbloter,
retrieve it, display or print it and (sanetimes) sort, count, tgatall or
average. They have two major components: the database managEaultnt
software which gives the computer the ability to perform thea% tgsks, and
the data or information which is manipulated by the software, Usually,
these two comPonents are on separate disks. There is a detalle0
elq4lanation of database managers and the as ociated termino1c9y ,isthe
Appendix.



BOW ARE SOCIAL S2UDIES ri5,m. ABASE PRODUCTS USED IN THE CLASSROCW

Design ins a da tabase--Iri designing a aa tabase, students are involve
many activities which develop higher _level thi.nking skills,
organizational skills ancft communication skills. The list of activities
below describes the_sequence geneLally followed when creating a database
with students.

Clearly de ine t_he class of information to be contained in the
aatabase, i.e. --define what makes up a reobrd

o Conduct researet_ to identify what information is_ available on
the tzpic

carninettse data for CO onalities and aitferences

Define the f el.ci=s which make up the re

o Define the vo9 _11.1ar and format of the fields

o Crea-t-e-the_forns al the_ computer as well as pr -tea data entry
forms

-In a classroon setting tWaese activities mild be structured to involve
an entire classroom in th design of a single datthase, or the class
could be divided into StnaM-1 groups where each group designs a database.
Databases could also be clv-signed individually by more advanced students.

Building a database--Studnts can develop research skills and work
cooperatively bj cellecti=eg the informatics-1 contauded in a database.
The tasks involved incled:

o Researching and =zollecting the information specified in the
database design

o Verifying the claa for accuracy and consistency in terminology

o Entering and ecliing the cabs

isodifying and de b.x. ugging the da tab ase des ign

A..goakin_PRilding a da_tabm-ase..js to collect all the records into one
file. There are several lomays to do this. One is to dedicate one
computer work station as central data entry point. All students
enter their data in one snaster file that is backed-up FREQUENTLY.
Another method involves st=mdents doing the data entry at several work
stations on several disks. When each student has completed his/her data
entry, the records are copied onto a master file disk.



Usk' hese database--An exis ing database may be used to oviktie
experienes for the student which range frail snple to complex:mu

Information retrieval. At the simplest level, the da a tabase can
be useo as a resource of informaticn. For example, ama database
of states could be used to find the population of New w Hampehize.

Recognizing patterns- and trends. Students might exam 0 ine a
database on populaticr" 'Debility for patterns in the n number cot
families moving to a new community.

Anslyzing. relationships. Have students examine a datazabase on
planets to determine the relationship between the
velocity and the distance from the sun.

Testing hypotheses. A database on states might
test the hypothesis that most of the population
located near a major waterway.

Des -ar ched to
the-e U.S. is

Interpreting the data. A database of countries co ud be sorted
r.itr education level, then the type ot government curteruntly in
power studied. What can be inferred from this?

11.11inking Csitically. The students coda examine t vomiswords used
to describe the various governments in a CO untries datt-tabase to
check the validity of the classificatien.

A datgaas,ze can be used in any classroom setting. With the whoUle class
the teacht.tier can direct a demonstration using a large screen monmitor.
Small grati.ups can work at one or more stations or students can trimmolork
individua.11y or in pairs in a computer Iab.

WHAT AR 1:1S ADVANTAGES &ND DIS VANTAGES OF USING DATABASES?

Teachersmillar_w_itclassroom nse of database packages hAmave
idenEitierW the followin advantages:

Sale general purpose database management package can be used in a
taaride variety of topic areas and levels.

iglai database can he created and used which relates
Zitopics covered in any social studies currio.ilum.

ae specific

LEM ing the computer as a tool to solve problems is a tea-al wor la
pplication of the computer which cannot be performed i using any

c=ither media.

=Ming the database develops higher level think.thg

1-kie activities are motivating because the students feer_l they
imclave control over the as- ta.



The qisadvantages are expressed more as cautions to 1r-he teacher:

The teacher must decide when and if a compue.erized database
activity is better instructionally than a pc- inted or written
research activity. Sane uses or databases e=ould be achieved
just as well using existing print materials tound in a library.
Managing the activity requires a significant amount ot planning
ana background work._ _Teacher preparaticii caUdis planning for:

Disk handling and making back-ups
--Maintaining the seairity of the stuaen 's re.cords
--Scheduling time at the work stations.



PRE-ACTIVITZS: DEVELOPING THE COICEPT OF DATABASES AND STRATEGIES FOR
INFORMATION SEARCHING

INT Ro Ducr ION

The concept "datubase" requires same introductory explanation to
students. If they understand how a database is created and how
functions, they are better equipped to use one to its fullest
potential. By doing sane a ground 'Pock," teachers can_ start the
database activities knowing that thc -Students have sane common
knowledge.

In this lesson, students work to solve specific problems after some
general inforgation has been given« They then review the basic
arrangement of the database program MECC Fiftue
States .

SOCIAL S'IUDIES THEME: Understand'ulg and using databases

INSTRUCTIONAL PUMPOSE: To explain the term da tabase, and have students
understand its organization.

CBJ

o Understand the term "database°
o Understand the basic organization of a database
o Recognize categories (fields)
o Formulate appropriate questions when accessing information

GRADE LEVEL: 7-9

PREREQUISITE SKILLS: Nam needed

TOTAL TIME: Two periods

taTERIALS NEEDED:

o One MECC Dataquest The Fit_ti_ptes database diskette per
computer.
Apple II+ or Ile with 64k with a monitor (preferably large
screen and one disk drive.
Fifty a States Information° cards (see 115)



ACTIVITIES FOP DLVELOPING THI CO EPT OF DATABASES

Define the term l'oatabase.° Have students suggest their definitions
of a database, and write these on the board. Discuss the common
features of their suggestions. Ellphasize that a database is an
organized collection of ,information (e.g., a phone book: White Pages
includes names ana phcne numbers arranged in alrhabetical order; and
Yellow Pages lists businesses and phcne numbers arranged by topic, in
alphabetical order).

2. The information in a database is on one topic arranged in an
organized way. lt is NOT a haphazard collection of facts. Use the
example of the phone book again. The white pages include names and
numbers in a systematic arrangement. Ask students how they would
find information if the .names and nuabers were jumbled together in no
specific order.

Students need to know how to match their questions to the information
available in the aatabase. For example, a student cannot find out
how to feed a gerbil in a database on U.S. presidents: Suggest
several topic ideas for databases e.g./ cars, pets or pizza). Have
students offer ideas for information which could go into each
database, and write their suggestions on the boarl. Then have
students develop appropriate questions for each topic, based on the
kinds of informaticn submitted.

4. Information in databases is arranged by category or "field and this
arrangement makes it much easier to find or "access" information.
Have stUdents select -a favorite topic like sports or music. Then
have them write dawn one piece of information on the topic. Next,
classify the students' information into fields consistent with the
topic. This shows students how informatien can be organized in a
database. If the database arrangement is understood stuaents can
develop appropriate, answerable questions.

Databases can help users find information quickly and accurately.
Demonstrate this concept by giving the students a problem to sojue.
What state was admi.tted to the Union after 1890, is located in
Pacific region, ranks in area from 25th to 50th (1 is largest, 50 is
smallest), has an average temperature greater than 50 degrees, has an
average precipitation less than 36 inches, and has a per capita
income greater than $12,000?



Make 50 cards (one for each state) with the following information on
each one: name ot state, date of admission, geographic region, rank
in area, annual average temperature, annual average precipation, and
per capita incme. These cards can be made by using the "MECC
Dataquest: The Fifty States" database program. (Select the program
1. States Database" and then choose the "All the states" option from
he main menu. Select the ca tegories lis ted above, indica te

selection complete when finished, select the pr int option, and pr int
the information for the cards . ) Cut out the pr in ted information,
paste on cards, and laminate (optional). Hand out all the cards so
that each student has at least one.

The students' group task is to find the answer by checking
information on all 50 cards. This will probably be time-consuming,
noisy, and unsuccessful'. Set a time limit before students begin
their search.

ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPING STRATEGIES FOR INFORMATION SEARCHING

When time is up, load. "14ECC_ Dataguest: The Fifty States" into a
computer (preferably one hooked up to .1 large screen monitor), and go
through the steps to find the answer to the question. Point out the
instructional screens available to students: 1. All the States, 2.
Specific States, 3. States Selected by
Main Menu. "MECC Dataquest: The Fifty
choose from among these three question

Category, or 4. Return to the
States" allows students to

peg.

7. Emphasize the primary menus from which students can make their
selections: the states menu (lists the 50 states alphabetically)/
the search menu (lists 28 searchable categories, with submenus for
each category which students can use to further define their
searches), and the report menu (lists 43 reportable categories and
includes the 28 searehable categories).

Atter finding the answer to the group's question, have students
suggest questions which require using the "All the States" menu. An
example is "What is the nickname for each state?" Demonstrate the
procedure by searching for the information needed to find the
answer. Note that choosing this menu takes the student immediately
to the report menu where categories are listed. Then the student
selects the category of information needed and finishes with
°Selection Complete." "Report Options° is the next menu displayed.
The student can choose to see the report, print the report, ask a new
question, or return to the main menu.

0773C 14



Devise questicns which require use of the Specific States" menu. An
example might be "What is the number of counties in Oregon and
Washington?" This menu takes the student to the states menu, fran
which he or she chooses the state names needed, ending with
"Selection Complete." This choice takes the student to the report
menu where the category needed can be selected, followed by
Selection Canplete." Tnis signals the ixogram to prepare the report

and offers the student the opportunity to see or print it.

10. In #5, students were asked a question which can be more easily
answered using a database. To demonstrate, have students use the
third question menu, "States Selected by Category." Ask again, °What
state was admitted to the Union after 1890, is located in the Pacific
regicn, ranks in area trail 25th to 50th (1 is largest, 50 is
srrallest), has an average temperature greater than 50 degrees, has an
average precipitation less than 36", and has a per capital income
greater than $12,000?" Students will see a search menu listing the
28 categories of information . Choos ing "Da te of Admiss ion" will tak e
them to a sutmenu from which they would chocee "After a specific
year." After entering 1890, students are returned to the search
menu. Next, the category "Geographic Regicn" should be selected and
"Pacific" chosen from the submenu. Under "Rank in Area" choose a
range of 25 to 50, and make the appropriate.entries_ under the
temperature, precipitation-and-income categories (do not use commas
when entering the incase figure).

11. Review the three question types, the three menus, and the procedures
of searchin? and reporting. Preview the next activity by telling
students they will work in moll groups on a computer and will
practice retrieving information from "MECC Dataquest: The Fifty
States.'

0773C 15
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III, STUDENT ACTIVITIES

17



FETRIEVING IWORMATION

INTRODUCTION

A "dedicated "'. database is one which includes information or "data" on
a specific subject. This information was researched, collected, and
typed into the database by other people. A dedicated database allows
you to retrieve or "access" many different kinos ot information on
the subject yvu are studying. The MECC Dataquest: The Fifty States
is an example of a dedicated database. It contains a file of
information on all fifty U.S.. States. This information ranges frau
each state's population and area to its nickname and motto.

SOCIAL VIUDIES THEME:

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE:

CHJECTIVES:

U.S. States

A hands-on introduction to a database and how to
access information.

o Understand the mechanics of a database
o Develop retrieval skills, including searching and reporting
o Use information gathered in a search

GRADE LEVEL: 7-9

PREREQUISTrE SKILLS: see UNIT DESCRIPTION. This activity may be used
as a first hands-on experience with databases.

MAI TIME: 30 minu es or less per student

MATERIALS NEEDED:

o ie MECC Data uest: The Fifty States (database diskette) per
computer.

o Apple II+ or Ile computer with 64K with a monitor and one disk
drive for each student group.

ComeNTS:

The first hands-on classroom database exper ence is usually a bit
chaotic. The teacher should be very familiar with the program as
almost every student will have a question. It would be helpful to
have a student aide who has used the program, and can also answer
questions.



SIUDENT ACTIVITY #1: RETRIEVING INFORMATION

1. Search for the state mottoes of all fifty states. Which state has
the motti), "United we stand, divided we fall?"

2. Which three chief manufactured goods do Idaho, Oregon, and Washingtcn
oduce in common?

You love mountain climbing and enter a contest. The prize is a free
mountain climbing expedition and you wcn. The trip is to the highest
mountain in the continental United States. Which mountain is it?

4 . What is the average population of states bordering the Atlantic Ocean?

DISCUSSION

Your first decisicn in answering these questions was to decide which ot
the three options should be selected: (1) All the States, (2) Specific
States, or (3) States Selected by Category. What words or phrases helped
you select a certain optim?

'lb answer the questim in #4 you had to do a math calculation. Remember
that a database search will not always produce the exact information for
which you are looking. You often must take the information you retrieve
and use it to make calculations, interpret the facts that you gather,, and
ma.ke decisicns based on those facts.

What is the purpose of the SEARCH m u What does the REPORT menu
How do you get from the Search menu to the Report menu?

0773C 19



#2: COGNIZrNG PMTERNS AND ANALYZING RE ATIONSHIPS

INTRoDuerION

MECC Dataquest: The Fifty States is a dedicated database which
contains a variety of types ot information on all U.S. States. This
informaticn, it properly accessed and analyzed, can provide you with
enough facts to see anc predict patterns and trends.

CCIAL STUDIES THEME: U .S. Sta tes

INSTRUCTICVAL PURPOSE: Improve information retrieval skills while
introducing ways of analyzing statistics.

CBJECTIVES;

o Learn to rervgnize patterns and trends given specific information
o Develop appropriate search strategies

Expand analytical skills

GRADE LEVEL: 7-9

PREREQUISITE SKILLS: See UNIT DESCRIPTION. Students should be
familiar with database retrieval skills,
including search and report.

TOTAL TIME: One to two class periods

MATERIALS NEEDED:

Cne MECC Dataquest: The Fifty States (database diskette) per
ccutputer.

a APPle II+ or Apple Ile computer with 64K with a monitor and one
disk drive for each student group.

PIE-ACTIVITIES:

1. Students should be familiar with the following te
pattern
per capita
ratio
relationship
urban

2. A lesson in ratios may be helpful. For example, what is the
ratio of blue-eyed or brown-eyed students to the class as a
whole.

CCHAENTS:

These activities may best be done in groups of three or four. Each
student takes a turn at the keyboard, while the others record
information.



STUDENT ACTIVITY #2: RECOGNIZING PATTEMS AND ANALYZING RELATIONSHIPS

1. What is the ratio of urban to nonurban residents in states with a
1984 popula ion of more than 12,000,000 people?

2. What is the ratio of urban to nonurban rwidents in states with a
populat'an of less than 750,000 in 1984?

3. Look at the patterns which emerge in #1 aria 2. What ritlationship do
you see? What exceptions occur?

4. Find the five states with the highest per capita income. What chief
manufacbared goods are cocrenon to at least four of these states? What
is the relationship, if any, between these goods and the high per
capita income levels?

5. What are the five states with the lowest per capita income? What
four chief manufactured products do they have most in cornmon? What
other factor is commcn to four out of the five states?

6. What patterns do you see emerge from the data collected in #4 and
#5? %hat is the relationship, if any, bebieen salaries people earn
and goods produced in a state? What other factors listed in the
Search and Report menus could influence per capita income?

DISCUSSION

In these activities, you have seen patterns emerge based on your
interpretation of the data you collected. You also noted exceptions in
the data. Be very careful not to jump to conclusions when gathering data
and developing your answers. Support your answers with complete
information. Think about all the different categories which can affect
your conclusions and cite examples to support your answers.

0773C 21



DATA AND MAKING PREDIIONS

INT Ro Ducar ION

Us ing MECC Da taques t: The Fi fty_ States, you will search for
statistics and do math calculations to help discover answers for a
simulation. You will also be asked to interpret the meaning of these
statistics and then predict outcomes for the future.

SOCIAL STUDIES THZME: U.S. States

INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOM: Given a practical situation, discover how to
interpret data and predict outcomes based on
da tabase information .

CBJELT

o Learn how to manipulate statistics gathered from a database
o Use database statistics to predict cutcmtes
o Develop hypothes is us ing s ta tis tics

GRADE LEVEL: 7-9

PREREQUISITE SKILLS: See UNIT DESCRIPTION. Students should have a
working knowledge of a database and how to
manipulate data.

TOTAL TIME: Two class periads

MATERIALS NEEDED:

One uest: TIr_wE'.1_jet_atesDa (database diskette) per
ccaputer.

o Apple II+ or IIe computer with 64K with a monitor and one disk
drive for each student group. Printer is optional.

PRE-ACTIVITIESi

1. A lesson explaining t e,Electoral College.

2. Students should understand how electoral votes are assigned.

COKMENTS: This activity would work well with an individual cr a small
group. Small groups could be assigned to the same
problem. It is likely different states would be selected,
and students could defend their choices. Or the prcblan
could be divided, for example, by region, which would allow
small groups to =Tile data and predict outcanes by
region, and then contribute to a national "report."

0773C 22
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STUDENT ACTIVITY # INTERPRETING DATA AND PREDICTING OUTCOM

You work for a public relations ci pany and have been hired by a
famous politician. She wants you to predict changes in the number of
electoral votes for the eleven states with the most electoral votes
at the present time. Your client also wants to know which three of
these eleven states will have the greatest chance of increasing their
number of electoral votes in the future. The politician needs this
information so she will know where to concentrate her campaign
efforts. She would like the statistical information to be current
information, and as specific as possible. What do you discover?

2. What do you think makes these three states different from the other
eight you found? Cite statistics or facts to support your answer.

OCTRA CREDIT

In order to answer #1, you had to go through many steps. List, in order,
the steps you todc to find the answer.

DISCUSSION

In #1, how were your mathematical calculations done? Double check your
math formula to make sure your figures will be correct. This kind of
statisticallybased informatica can be helpful to people in other ways
also. In what ways can you see it being used?
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ANSWER KEY FOR SU DENT ACTIVITIES # #2, AND #3

tudent Activity f 1

1. Kentucky
2. Lumber, paper, and processed goods
3. Mount Whitney, California; 14,494'
4. 7,417,300

St:dent Activity #2

1. California 91.3/8.7, New York 84.6/15.4, Texa 79.6/20.4
2. Delaware 70.6/29.4, North Dakota 48.8/51.2, South Dakota

46.4/53.6, Vermont 33.8/66.2, Wyoming 62.7/37.3
Large states tend to be more urban. Delaware is an exception.

4. Canincn products: processed foods, electrical equipment,
fabricated metals, machinery.

States with the lowest per capita income (rank): Alabama (46
Arkansas (48), Mississippi (50), Utah (49), west Virginia (47
Common products: primary metals, processed foods, chemicals,
electrical equipment.

Student Activity #3

1. California: 8.2% greater than '80-'84, 47 electoral votes
Florida: 12.6% greater than '80-'84, 21 electoral votes
Texas: 12% greater than '80-'84, 29 electoral votes
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